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1. Point of view

The Spanish macroeconomic environment is facing major challenges. The complicated situation of the global markets, the uncertainty in the countries in the euro zone and the specific
difficulties in national industries are slowing down the Spanish economy’s growth.
In this complicated economic situation, Spain needs to look for solutions that increase the
country’s competitiveness, generate value, create jobs and develop the industrial fabric. The impetus from smart grids in Spain would help achieve these goals.
Smart grid development in Spain is profitable and generates benefits for the customer and
the country’s economy. An estimated investment of €10,200M over the next 10 years would be
needed to generate intrinsic benefits some 2 to 3 1/2 times the original investment (€19,000M €36,000M). Deploying smart grids favors the economy’s sustainable growth, promotes world leadership of Spanish technology industries, makes integrating new applications into the power
system easier and improves the system’s overall efficiency.
Smart grids will enable sustainable economic growth in Spain by increasing productivity and
the GDP, creating jobs, decreasing energy dependence and reducing the amount of CO2 emissions
released into the atmosphere.
Undertaking and leading the process to transform the power system with smart grids could
improve Spain’s gross domestic product +0.20% to +0.35, or some €2,300M to €3,800M. This
is due to several factors like the development of the Spanish power and technology sectors, the
creation of employment, the reduction of imports of energy raw material and the increase in the
country’s productivity derived from an improvement in supply quality.
Developing smart grids would create 40,000 to 50,000 jobs in Spain, 20,000 of which would
be direct jobs and 20,000 to 30,000 would be indirect jobs, all in high value added activities
like the manufacture of communications and electrical equipment, its installation on site and
later maintenance, and the development of energy management companies.
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Spain’s energy dependence could see a drop of 5.3 percentage points (or 10,800 ktep of primary energy) by 2020 from the increase in the power system’s energy efficiency and performance, and the real integration of renewable energies and the e-vehicle. For the same reasons,
total CO2 emissions in Spain could fall 3.7%, or 15 million tons, by 2020.
Smart grids will help the Spanish power and technology industries gain world leadership. Internationally major investments are expected over the next few years in smart grids’ technologies
which will generate a large potential market for technology goods and service trading. By 2020,
€90,000M are expected to be invested in smart grids worldwide. Spanish technological companies could capture a part of this potential market (€1,200M to 2,000M a year) in those geographies most attractive for the sale of Spanish products.
Smart grids will help maintain and drive our country’s current leadership in Europe and the
world in the power industry. Spanish companies have been the bellwether in power grid management, with double the European average in cost efficiency and a sustained improvement in quality levels (up 8% a year since 2006). Smart grids will help maintain and increase this leadership,
strengthening Spanish companies’ skills to help them develop new business opportunities abroad
and play an active role in the reconfiguration of the European and world power industry.
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Smart grids will make an effective inclusion of new applications easier and make the power
system more efficient. The grid will be more automatic and it will integrate distributed energy resources, increasing customer participation in the system, making distributed generation management more flexible and making it easier to include new agents like storage or the e-vehicle.
These new applications and efficiencies will generate €1,100M to 1,800M a year in profits for
the power system as a whole from increased supply reliability and quality, more efficient operation and maintenance of the system, greater power performance, optimized use and a longer life
of the assets, lower energy intensity and a flatter demand curve.
Smart grids are a necessary condition to meet the renewable energy deployment targets for
2020 and the effective integration of other applications into the system (like the e-vehicle),
which will contribute to generating more than €3,000M in value a year and creating 200,000
jobs. These extrinsic benefits have not been considered in the smart grids’ cost-benefit analysis.
For those benefits to materialize, smart grid development needs to be carried out correctly.
Political and industrial policy needs to be aligned to increase incentives for development and
strengthen institutional support.
Correct energy policy should include a fitting compensation model that aligns investments and
efforts with the profits for each stakeholder in the system, as well as mechanisms to incent efficiency and reduce energy intensity. Industrial policy needs to be developed to consolidate and boost
driving companies, and favor creation of new companies to capture smart market opportunities.
Development incentives should promote R&D projects in real conditions, consumers’ access
to demand management systems through financing programs, and training in new smart technologies for future industry professionals in universities and technical training centers.
At the institutional level, Spanish companies’ access to international markets needs to be boosted and awareness raising and educational programs need to be created for all consumers about
smart grids and their potential benefits.
Smart grid development in Spain is profitable in itself and generates a number of benefits
for customers and for the sustainable development of the country’s economy.
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2. Cost-benefit analysis
of smart grids in Spain

2.1. Benefits generated by smart grids
Deploying smart power grids will offer benefits for a variety of national areas and industries:
l Benefits for the community and the country’s competitiveness, like increased productivity and GDP, more jobs, less foreign energy dependence and less CO2.
l Benefits for the Spanish industrial and technology sectors, favoring our country’s leadership in those areas, boosting Spanish power companies’ capabilities and smart knowledge and technology sector exports.
l Benefits for the power system, with better supply quality, optimized operation costs and
new opportunities for the customer.

2.1.1.Benefits for the community and the country’s competitiveness
Power supply is one of the key factors for the country’s productivity and activity. The competitiveness of these activities and the country depends on efficient use of electric power.

2.1.1.1. Increased productivity and GDP growth
The deployment of smart grids in Spain could increase the GDP 0.2% to 0.35% or €2,300M
to 3,800M a year.
The increase in the country’s GDP derives from the development of the power and technology
sectors, job creation, higher quality of supply, which increases the productivity of numerous industries, and improved balance of payments from reducing imports of raw energy materials.

2.1.1.2. Job creation
Smart grids also have a piece of professional development. Investing in smart grids opens up
new opportunities for people already working in fields related to electricity and communications,
and for professionals who will work there in the future.
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The development of smart grids is estimated to produce around 20,000 new direct jobs in Spain
and 20,000 to 30,000 new indirect jobs, resulting in a total of 40,000 to 50,000 recurring jobs.
Direct jobs from smart grids will be created in areas like manufacturing communications and
electrical equipment, their set-up, on-site installation and later maintenance. New jobs will also
be created in power companies in the industry to manage new infrastructures and consumption
information in real time.
Of the indirect jobs that will be created, some of the most interesting are from the creation
of new business models, like power management companies, and the increase in activity for indirect technology and solution suppliers.

2.1.1.3. Reduction of energy dependence
The Spanish power sector is heavily dependent on foreign sources. Nearly 76% of primary
energy consumed in 2011 in Spain came from imported fossil fuels.
The better integration of renewable energies into the power supply and the e-vehicle, demand management and increased energy efficiency would reduce Spain’s energy dependence.
The smart grids system favors the penetration of renewable energies into the power generation and
makes managing the demand curve more efficient. Fossil fuel imports, especially of the less sustainable
ones, will drop 10,800 ktep of primary energy, which means Spain’s energy dependence could drop 5.3
percentage points. The Spanish power sector’s energy dependence would fall 12.2 percentage points.
By tempering the need to buy and import fossil fuels, a smart grids system would reduce the
market risks of exchange rates and of possible political instability in countries that usually supply
these types of fuel.
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2.1.1.4. Abatement of CO2
The lower use of fossil fuels to generate power (from the abovementioned effects of the higher penetration of renewable energies and a more efficient management of the demand curve) will
mean 15 million tons of CO2 less will be produced a year, or 3.7% lower emissions levels in
Spain by 2020. The Spanish power system could produce 15% less CO2 emissions by 2020.

2.1.2. Benefits for the Spanish technology and industrial sectors
Today, the Spanish power system is the European benchmark in terms of efficiency and service quality. Spain’s service quality improved 8% a year from 2006 to 2020 (30% in all), with
grid efficiency that doubles Europe’s and is three times higher than Germany’s.
Figure 1: Service quality and efficiency in major European countries1

Source: Each country’s energy regulator, Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER), The Boston Consulting Group

The development of smart grids will allow Spain to maintain and improve its position as an
international best-practice in efficient power system management. This international positioning
makes it easier for the power companies to export their knowledge beyond our frontiers, capitalizing on the experience and success in Spain, and will play an active role in the process to reconfigure the power sector at the European and world levels.
The evolution towards smart power grids is a global trend in developed and developing countries. Some developed countries are already promoting smart grids like the United States, which
has already earmarked $4,500M of public funds to deployment. The IEA recommends developing
countries to include smart elements when implementing power systems.

1. The term CAGR on the graph refers to Compound Annual Growth Rate
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Smart grids will help develop the Spanish technology sector and the sale of goods and services abroad. New business opportunities will appear for the technology sector, with a growing demand for smart elements, both physical (power electronics, new materials, sensors...) and
non-physical (information and communications systems), which will need to be satisfied.
Spanish technological companies could capture part of this potential market, estimated at
€1,200M - 2,000M a year, and seek to gain a market share between 3 and 5% in those countries with a more favorable environment to sell Spanish goods and services like other European
countries, Latin America and North America.
The technological evolution that will take place in the field of smart grids in the next few years
will be decisive for their future development, since it will determine the predominant standards,
technologies and business models. Spain can take advantage of the effort that is being made in
terms of research in order to lead the implementation and development of the industrialization stage.
As an example of the Spanish leadership in the field of smart grids, our country is participating in more than 30 research projects related to smart grids, becoming the third European
country that puts forth more research efforts, only behind Denmark and Germany.

Number of smart grid projects in Europe per country

Figure 2: Participation in smart grid research projects at European level

Source: European Commission
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2.1.3. Benefits for the power system
Smart grids will create a power system with the following characteristics:
l Higher grid automation: remote control, fewer blackouts and down times, improved
operations and maintenance efficiency and increased energy performance.
l Customer’s increased participation in the system: energy efficiency, active demand
management and possibility of producing energy and feeding it into the grid.
l Higher penetration and more flexible management of renewable and dispersed energy.
l Integration of new applications: electric vehicle, storage or innovative concepts like
aggregations at virtual sites.
The benefits for the power system as a whole can be quantified at €1,100M - 1,800M a year.
The increase in the system’s available information will improve supply reliability and quality for the end customer, making it possible to identify outages more accurately and act more
quickly in a remote manner. A new much more accurate and smarter system will also allow balancing flows and controlling voltages in real time, increasing the degree of control over transmitted energy.
Both the frequency and length of potential blackout and down time periods suffered by end
consumers will be reduced. Blackouts and down times generate costs and cause inconvenience to consumers. In the case of industrial and commercial customers, the damage is more
serious, since it leads to production and/or sales losses, damage to equipment and down-time,
unproductive resources. For residential consumers, the damage rather translates into personal inconvenience, for instance, incapability of developing planned activities, loss of data
from the information systems being used and some potential damage to certain electrical appliances.
A higher grid automation will also help carry out a more reliable preventive maintenance,
thus limiting corrective one. This will increase the efficiency of the system’s maintenance and
operation activities due to potential remote control actions.
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An energy balance based on the system’s actual conditions in real time will make it possible
to increase energy performance. This will make it easier to identify the physical points where
performance is lower and act if necessary, optimizing power flows in this way. Smart meters will
also be able to measure end customers’ actual consumption, which will reduce the potential losses derived from the irregularities that might exist.
New opportunities are offered to power grid’s customers, like the possibility of managing and
controlling their own consumption, and the option to become a power generator.
Thanks to more complete information provided by smart meters and communications systems,
customers will be able to know their consumption and expense levels at any given moment. This
will favor social awareness about energy efficiency, providing consumers at the same time with
economic indicators that will help them modify their consumption levels and optimize their energy
costs. For example, domotic applications will turn the lights off or regulate thermostats’ temperature when nobody is at home, saving money on monthly power bills.
The use of smart meters, which measure each customer’s consumption in real time, will improve the system’s demand forecasts and offer the possibility of performing complex analyses of
consumption patterns that will help identify energy improvement opportunities in the system.
Additionally, consumers will be able to move consumption to moments of the day where electricity is cheaper. This is also known as active demand management.
Smart metering in households will also allow flexible pricing, i.e. charging different tariffs according to the time of the day, depending on how much it costs to produce and transmit demanded power. Thanks to this flexible charging, consumers will be able to adjust their
consumption according to prices and their needs. This favors consumption in those moments
where electricity is cheaper.
Active demand management programs do not entail a reduction in the level of energy consumed, but the same consumption at a lower price due to fact that demand is moved from moments of maximum consumption and prices (peak hours) to moments of lower consumption and
prices. In this way, the demand curve flattens, reducing peaks and distributing power consumption in a more efficient and stable manner over time.
Reducing demand peaks will also make it less necessary to put in operation generating plants
during such peaks in order to produce electricity, so the maintenance costs of these power stations, usually thermal plants, will be optimized.
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Regarding the possibility of turning power customers into system’s generators (also known as

prosumers according to the power industry’s international jargon), smart grids make it easier to
install distributed generation systems in traditional consumers’ households. In case generation
is higher than consumption, smart grids will allow customers to feed into the grid unused surplus
power and, therefore, obtain an economic benefit for it.
In the long term, additional benefits may be achieved, like developing power storage capacity, optimizing the need for a higher system capacity and maximizing the local use of energy
through the optimization of flows and power facilities.

A better demand planning at local level will help optimize growth investments in generation
and grids, and develop the system efficiently. This optimization will be possible as long as the
generation capacity installed is manageable, which will limit the need to have additional buffer
generation and back-up capacity in the grids.
The optimization of the use of infrastructures and a better monitoring of their condition will
make it easier to extend their lifecycle, maximizing their profitability for the system.
Lastly, an increase in the storage capacity in the mid/long term will optimize the use of renewable energies and their intermittent nature.
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2.2. Investment needed to develop
smart grids in Spain
Deploying a smart grids system in Spain would involve an investment of €8,500M €12,000M (€10,200M on average2), i.e., between €310 and €435 per supply point. The largest cost item is grid elements, i.e. grid transmission and distribution, which includes substations’ and distribution centers’ costs, smart meters and systems. In this item, a total cost between
€5,800M and 8,200M is expected.
Apart from grid element costs, it is necessary to invest in customer elements, since it is critical to install power management devices in consumers’ households. This would mean an additional investment of €2,700M - 3,800M, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Investment needed to deploy smart grids in Spain

Source: The Boston Consulting Group

Grid element costs can be divided into three categories: grid automation, smart meters and
systems. Grid automation costs include initiatives to automate transformation centers, integrating
metering elements (to measure transformation power and be able to identify potential outages),
2. Arithmetic mean of the minimum and maximum investment scenarios, with €8,500M and €12,000M respectively
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communication elements (to establish an end-to-end two-way communication from the central
system to smart meters) and remote control elements (like, for example, remotely controlled switches to manage and recover power supply remotely after an outage). Investments in phasor measurement units are also incorporated to increase wave quality and the frequency of information
transmitted to substations.
Costs incurred in smart meters, which can be remotely operated, include equipment costs as
well as those related to installation, system initialization and software integration. This item also
includes technological immaturity costs, since it will be necessary to make adjustments in the
software/firmware and physically replace some equipment after initial deployment, as it is a new
and rapidly evolving technology.
Systems costs include those derived from adapting the grid system’s operational computer
systems. Among these costs, the following ones can be highlighted: increasing the memory required to store customers’ consumption and trends, integrating new functions like incident management, forecasting distributed generation and improving the system’s security.
Regarding customer element costs, they come from the implementation of residential and
commercial demand management systems, which include power management functionalities and
connections between appliances and the grid.
Given that Spain currently has efficient and highly automated grids, the investments aimed
at implementing smart grids will be low when compared to the needs of other countries like the
United States or Austria, where the investment per supply point is between 3 and 6 times higher than that estimated for Spain.

2.3. Cost-benefit analysis of smart grids in Spain
The abovementioned benefits can be classified into direct and indirect benefits to the power
system:
l Direct benefits: they imply a direct improvement of the system’s efficiency. They include the optimization of grid operation and maintenance and generation costs, the
improvement of supply quality, less grid losses, active demand management and
energy efficiency.
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l Indirect benefits: they derive from direct benefits. They include the reduction of the
costs derived from blackouts and down times, and the impact of the improvement in
the system’s quality and reliability on society.
The present value of the direct benefits derived from deploying smart grids in Spain amounts
to €19,000M. If indirect benefits are added up, the figure totals €36,000M.
Direct benefits virtually double (x1.9) the average investment required for their deployment
(€10,200M). Direct and indirect benefits in total would be 3.5 times higher than the investment
required.
Figure 4: Cost-benefit ratios of smart grids in Spain

Source: The Boston Consulting Group

Smart grids are essential to attain the objectives related to renewable energy deployment for
2020 and effectively integrate other applications into the system, like the electric vehicle. Achieving these objectives will contribute to generating a value of €3,100M a year and creating more
than 200,000 jobs. These benefits have not been included in the cost-benefit analysis for the
deployment of smart grids, since they have been integrated into the Renewable Energies Plan
2011-2020.
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3. Drivers of smart grid
development in Spain

All stakeholders should be adequately involved to ensure that the effective deployment of
smart grids in Spain is a success and allows the country to develop and improve the power system
as well as national industrial and technological sectors.
With this in mind, it is vital to implement measures that help organize all the stakeholders
involved in the value chain around three main dimensions: align energy and industrial policies,
encourage development incentives and strengthen institutional support.

3.1. Align energy and industrial policies
The following initiatives should be tackled in order to adequately align energy and industrial
policies:
l Design an appropriate compensation model.
l Assign roles and responsibilities to the different stakeholders.
l Create mechanisms that encourage a reduction in energy intensity.
There is an asymmetry between the cost incurred and the benefits reaped from the deployment
of smart grids. Whereas most part of the investment is made by grid companies, the main beneficiaries are end consumers, the technological and industrial sectors, national competitiveness and
society as a whole. For this reason, the new compensation scheme should align the investments and
efforts made with the benefits generated for each stakeholder, including innovation incentives.
A clear assignment and definition of roles and accountabilities will make it possible to collect all potential benefits from smart grids, introducing, for example, mechanisms that help manage intermittent sources of production.
It is fundamental to foster end consumers’ active participation, since a significant part of the
benefits provided by smart grids depends on consumers’ direct involvement in the power system.
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Introducing dynamic price signals would favor consumers’ involvement in the management and
flattening of the system’s demand curve. There would be different hourly prices according to the
cost of producing and transmitting power to the consumption point. Knowing this, end customers could delay consumption to another moment of the day or even reduce it.

3.2. Encourage development incentives
Smart grid deployment requires encouraging both grid companies (to foster innovation) as
well as end consumers by funding smart systems and applications for their households.

Grid companies should be responsible for leading potential large scale pilot projects, since
the validity or not of the expected solution should have been tested in grids in real operating
conditions (voltages, consumers’ demand, grid behavior). Therefore, it is necessary to establish
funding mechanisms to develop R&D projects in real conditions, prioritizing those carried out by
national companies and favoring collaboration across companies from different sectors.
As far as the end consumer is concerned, demand management systems, although they are
not extremely expensive, may represent a significant outlay for some families. That is why the simplicity of all these applications and the availability of funding mechanisms for customers are
equally important.
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In addition, introducing smart technologies requires employees with specific professional skills.
In order to promote technical knowledge and expertise, the technical degrees offered by universities and colleges should include subjects related to the innovations achieved in the fields of technology, systems and communications, which are essential to develop our power system towards a
smart grid system. Professional adaptation and ongoing training programs are also indispensable.

3.3. Strengthen institutional support
Deploying smart grids represents a clear opportunity to develop the Spanish technological industry
and knowledge base. If this sector manages to evolve adequately and within the required period of time,
the possibility of exporting technology and knowledge abroad will become a reality, with many benefits for the country like competitiveness, balance of payments’ equilibrium and job creation.
For smart technology and knowledge exports to become a reality, the technological industry
needs institutional support to access international markets. For example, technological companies could ask for support to facilitate the export of goods through Spanish platforms like chambers of commerce.
Spanish institutions should cooperate in the definition and implementation of international
protocols and standards. Promoting standards maximizes the interoperability of the different
technological solutions and helps reduce unit costs thanks to the scale effect.
In order to implement smart grids, the equipment and systems required will be provided by
several industrial sectors like manufacturers of electrical grid equipment, suppliers of communication systems, manufacturers of domotic applications and devices for households, service
companies focused on demand management, etc. The new technology will have to be correctly
integrated into the grid and the already existing equipment and systems, which in turn should be
able to communicate with each other in a reliable and safe manner.
Citizen information programs should be also developed. It is vital that consumers really understand the information provided by smart meters in order to make the most of them and save
on their power bills. Consumers should know that, thanks to the innovations in the power system,
they will be able to manage their own consumption, reducing it or consuming electricity in cheaper hours. Therefore, training campaigns need to be launched, focused on educating consumers on the possibilities of the new power system.
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Appendix I. Smart Grids

By using the latest communication and grid element technologies, smart grids are capable
of coordinating the needs and skills of all generators, grid operators, end users and, in short, all
the stakeholders involved in the power generation and consumption process.
In order to evolve towards a smart grid, it is critical to implement technological advances,
both in physical grid elements as well as in communication and systems technologies. These
new technologies will spread along the grid, from generation to consumption points, through
transmission and distribution grids, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Cost-benefit ratios of smart grids in Spain

Source: The Boston Consulting Group
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I.1. Physical grid infrastructure
Power infrastructure should have elements that improve operations and control over transmission and distribution grids, with state-of-the-art metering systems and others that make it easier for end customers to manage consumption.

I.1.1. Elements that help improve grid operations
As far as grids are concerned, real-time monitoring and the deployment of components that
control the system in a wide geographic area will allow operators to understand and optimize how
the power system works. This knowledge will help improve supply quality and facilitate the integration of renewable energy resources, increasing the capacity and reliability of power transmission and distribution.
Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) make it possible to obtain real-time information on how
the power system works, taking voltage and current measurements in significant points of the grid.
PMUs will be able to take 30 measurements per second, which will help control operating conditions in real time that allow detecting overloads and potential outages well in advance.
Operational improvements may also be achieved in the transmission grid by implementing
more innovative technologies and applications. Some of the most important ones are:
l Dynamic Line Rating (DLR): sensors are employed to optimize the use of the existing
transmission assets without risk of overloads. It helps monitor grid and environment
conditions to know the grid’s transmission capacity in real time and make it variable
according to the environment’s conditions.
l Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS): they allow improving control over transmission grids and maximize power transmission capacity.
l High Voltage-Direct Current (HVDC): they allow transmitting high amounts of electricity across long distances. HVDC transmission will make it possible to reduce grid losses and control systems more efficiently.
l High Temperature Superconductors (HTS): they reduce power transmission losses and
improve operational efficiency.
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With regard to the management of the distribution grid, installing sensors and automation
systems will help increase supply quality, keep optimum voltage levels and improve asset management. Sensor-based technologies will make it possible to know the status of key grid components and, in that way, optimize maintenance operations according to the conditions identified.
Some of the changes required to achieve a smart grid will take place in transformation centers (TC), where metering, remote control and communication equipment will need to be installed.
Metering equipment in transformation centers will be used for measuring both input and output power. This helps detect losses and potential outages or blackouts, and monitor TCs’ operations in real time.
In case of outage, remote control equipment will make it possible to resolve it remotely and
in a short period of time. For example, by installing remotely controlled switches, if the electricity going out from a transformation center is interrupted as a result of an outage, the control center will be able to order the circuit to be closed and, in this way, restore supply to end customers
in a very short period of time.
Smart meters should collect and keep data from operators’ and grid’s information centers. For
this reason, it is necessary to install metering concentrators in transformation centers so that
they act as a link between meters and operators’ control centers.

I.1.2. Advanced metering infrastructure
An advanced metering infrastructure implies deploying a wide range of technologies where
the smart meter is the main element. Advanced metering infrastructure’s elements allow a twoway information flow, providing consumers with data on power consumption and prices in real
time, and operators with information on consumption levels and service status.
This type of infrastructure will contribute a series of functions that are critical to achieve a
smart grid:
l eal-time information for consumers on power prices
l Ability to gather, store and report data on customers’ power consumption
l Real-time exhaustive knowledge of consumption
l Capacity to remotely identify the location and scope of outages
l Capacity to cut off and restore power supply remotely
l Detection of losses and fraudulent grid use
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I.1.3. Consumption management systems
Energy management systems (EMS) respond to the system’s price signaling, adapting customers’ consumption patterns to a defined one.
A computer application manages consumers’ loads according to market prices and can be remotely programmed by the grid operator, by a company rendering this service or locally by consumers themselves. For consumers’ convenience, energy management systems can be handled
through a web site.
These systems have displays that provide customers with basic updated information on power
consumption and price at every moment of the day. These displays also offer more detailed information, e.g. indicating whether the power being consumed comes from renewable sources or
estimating the consumption’s environmental impact.
Electrical appliances, the energy management system and the grid must be connected with
each other. In this way, the energy management system can give immediate orders to modify the
load, stop the appliance and disconnect it from the grid. This can be done through smart plugs
that help manage loads remotely, so that appliances stop consuming electricity if they receive a
stop signal. These plugs require a lower investment than smart appliances, which communicate
with the energy management system through the power grid itself or by radio on a wireless basis.
Energy management systems will allow consumers to know the price they are paying for electricity at every moment, favoring energy efficiency measures and reducing demand peaks.

I.2. Communication technologies and systems
Smart power infrastructures, both related to transmission and distribution grids as well as to
consumers, require a communications platform that makes it possible to transmit information on
a two-way basis.
Three levels can be distinguished in the communication system to equip the future power grid
with the necessary smartness: the Wide Area Network (WAN), the Field Area Network (FAN) and
the Home Area Network (HAN).
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I.2.1. Wide Area Network (WAN)
The Wide Area Network is the link between transformation centers or substations and operators’ central systems. The technologies that are gaining more ground in this field are PLC/BPL,
3G/GPRS and fiber optics.
PLC (Power Line Carrier)/BPL (Broadband over Power Lines) uses conventional electricity
lines to transmit information. PLC takes advantage of the power grid to turn it into a digital highspeed data transmission line, which means that it can digitally switch on any equipment connected to the grid. This technology needs to incorporate concentrators and repeaters to ensure
signal quality.
3G/GPRS, or general packet radio service, is an extension of the Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM), which transmit packet data.
Fiber optics allows connecting concentrators with the utility and sending a great amount of
data at a high speed.

I.2.2. Field Area Network (FAN)
FAN is made up of elements that enable the communication between the smart meters in
each consuming point and a data concentrator halfway between the operator’s central management unit and the consumer. In general, meters directly communicate with a transformation center or substation, from where data is sent to the operator.
Currently there are several technologies, among which PLC/BPL and radio frequency can be
highlighted, that provide this function.
Radio frequency uses radio waves to communicate the meters located in a medium-sized geographic area with each other through a meshed communication network that is in turn linked
with a data concentrator.
Although it is technically possible to use the 3G/GPRS technology in the FAN, its use is virtually negligible, since its costs are still too high.
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I.2.3. Home Area Network (HAN)
HAN is a short-range communications network that allows connecting home appliances and
other devices around a building with consumption management systems (smart meters and power
displays). By means of this communication network, consumption management systems will be
able to monitor the demand generated in a building in real time, so that customers can be at every
moment aware of their consumption levels through power displays and take the necessary measures. In turn, these systems can be programmed to switch off some appliances and reduce consumption automatically if the consumption level set is exceeded.
The technologies that will enable this communication can be wireless or physical. The most
widely accepted wireless technologies in this market are ZigBee, a low-power, low-cost wireless
meshed network standard, and Wi-fi, a broadly developed technology that makes it possible to establish a wireless connection through a point of access (router). Although Wi-fi is relatively cheap,
ZigBee is overtaking it in this field, since it needs less energy to work.

I.2.4. Adaptation of central computer systems
The increase in the information available, both on the system’s status and consumers’ consumption, will force grid operators as well as the system’s operator itself to adapt their central
computer systems.
Grid operators will require memory extensions to be able to store historical data on consumers’
demand. With this historical data it will be possible to develop advanced demand forecast models that will improve incident management, help assess consumption trends more accurately and
facilitate the integration of distributed energy resources.
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Appendix II. Benchmarking of smart grids’
evolution at global level

Smart grids are expected to substantially develop during this decade. It is foreseeable that they
evolve from the installation of smart meters and the development of pilot projects to industrial deployment and application implementation. Some analysts forecast that by 2020 the smart grid investments made in 2012 will multiply by 3.5, reaching a turnover of €90,000M a year.
Figure 6: Estimate of smart grid investments globally

Source: Visiongain

The degree of smart grid development in each country will be determined by two key factors:
the evolution of the main challenges faced by the power system in each country and the impetus that public administrations may give to this technology.
According to the evolution of the main challenges faced by the power system, those countries committed to reducing CO2 emissions that have gone for renewable energies, distributed
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generation and the electric vehicle are expected to install smart technologies as a way of mitigating the potential difficulties that may arise during the implementation of these initiatives.
Similarly, those countries with problems regarding grid status and service quality are expected to gradually deploy smart technologies in order to increase the power system’s security and
reliability.
The impetus from public administrations through economic stimuli or an adequate regulatory
framework may be equally helpful to speed up smart grid development. This explains why the
countries where a higher degree of smart grid development is expected and those where public
administrations have more decisively gone for this technology are the same.

Figure 7: Benchmarking of smart grids’ evolution at global level

1. This factor reflects the need to modernize old grids and improve performance, and the increase in the grid’s reliability

Source: The Boston Consulting Group
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II.1. Smart grids as a solution to the challenges
faced by the power system
The European Union has taken the leadership in the reduction of CO2 emissions and the development of renewable energies and distributed generation. According to the European Union’s
roadmap, CO2 emissions should be reduced by 80-95% by 2050 compared to 1990 values. This
reduction will be especially supported by the implementation of renewable energies. With this in
mind, the European Union has defined a target for renewable energies of 20% by 2020.3
For example, the UK policies to fight against climate change are leading the country to decisively foster the development of renewable energies.4 The UK Government’s objective is to reach
a clean energy rate of 15% by 2020. However, the boost given to wind power, both onshore and
offshore, may increase this rate considerably.
Other countries in the world are also going for the development of renewable energies. Most
of them have also established some kind of target to further promote these energies. In this
sense, it is worth mentioning countries like the United States, Japan and China.
In the United States, 26 states have made binding commitments to develop renewables.5 In
Japan 20% of the country’s energy should come from renewable energies by 2030.
China, global leader in wind energy, established in 2011 solar energy installation incentives
and objectives with the aim of reducing carbon intensity by 40-45% by 2020.
Nevertheless, developing renewable energies at such a large scale may cause problems of integration into the power grid. According to the Chinese Wind Energy Association, 20% of the wind capacity installed could not be used in 2010 due to the lack of an adequate connection to the grid.
This is where smart grids come into play, allowing the correct integration of these new technologies.
3. Directive EC/28/2009 defined renewable energy objectives for each UE country. In this way, each country drew up a national
renewable energy development plan, which multiplied installed capacity by 2.6.
4. In accordance with the “Low Carbon Transition Plan”, the United Kingdom will reduce carbon emissions by 34% by 2020
vs. 1990 levels, reaching a reduction of 80% in a subsequent phase.
5. US President Barack Obama has considered a clean energy objective of 80% for 2035.
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Figure 8: Renewable energy development objectives

Source: Each country’s Ministry of Energy, The Boston Consulting Group

Apart from developing renewable energies and reducing CO2 emissions, it is necessary to modernize the power grid and resolve the quality problems associated in order to deploy smart grids
in the short term.
A high percentage of developed countries’ power grid was installed in the 50s-60s. Given that
grid components’ average lifecycle is around 50 years, there will be a strong need to modernize
the grid during this decade.
Quality issues are especially serious in the United States, where the Department of Energy
(DOE) estimates that down times cost the American economy around $120,000M. In fact, of
the five major outages occurred in the last 40 years, three have taken place in the last decade.
Developing countries suffer multiple supply interruptions and for them it is a priority to develop the power grid. Even in those countries with the highest reliability levels worldwide like Germany, with an average of 15 minutes down time per customer and year, there is room for
improvement.
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II.2. Impetus from public administrations
to smart grid development
Boost from governments is a key driver in the development of smart grids, since their deployment would be much slower without public investments in technology and appropriate promotion policies. Experience shows that in those countries where governments have set ambitious
smart metering objectives like Italy and Sweden, the penetration degree is higher.
Figure 8: Expected public investment in smart grids (€M)

Source: Each country’s Ministry of Energy, The Boston Consulting Group

The United States has established different regulatory mechanisms that foster smart grids,
including the need to analyze smart meters’ potential and demand management, and the possibility of recovering part of the investment through tariffs for end consumers. It is worth pointing
out that around $4,500M from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act budget, established in 2009, have been allocated to modernizing the power grid in the next few years, so that
each state can directly earmark up to €200M to smart grid projects. Other mechanisms put in
place by the United States’ Administration include the implementation of interoperability standard development plans as well as the setting up of a roadmap for the industry.
China seems to have also gone for the implementation of smart grids decisively. In its last
five-year plan (2011-2015), with a budget of more than €5,000M allocated to improving the
power grid, around €1,600M were for investments in smart grids.
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Japan is developing at national scale four demonstration pilots in the cities of Yokohama, Toyota, Kitakyushu and Kyoto, through which the country intends to experiment with the adequate
technology and business models to develop smart grids.
The United Kingdom’s regulator has created a fund for power distribution companies to promote the development of smart grids, within the framework of the “Low Carbon Transition Plan”.
This will translate into an investment of €625M for implementing smart grid projects.
The European Commission has also established mechanisms to promote smart grids. The provisions of the third package of measures6 explicitly oblige member states to evaluate the development of smart metering systems as an essential step towards the implementation of smart grids.
On May 2010, the European Electricity Grid Initiative adopted a detailed application plan defining the priorities for the 2010-2018 period as well as financial needs that amounted to around
€2,000M. On the report “Smart Grids: from innovation to implementation”, the European Commission stated that “to ensure that the 2012 deadline set by the European Council of February

2011 is met, a monitoring system will be set up. If progress in the course of 2011 is not sufficient, the Commission will intervene to ensure that the deadline is met and the necessary standards are set, for example by defining a network code”. Other promoting mechanisms include the
development of the Smart Grids European Technology Platform (ETP), the European Electricity
Grid Initiative (EEGI)7 and the implementation of local initiatives like the Covenant of Mayors and
the Smart Cities and Communities Initiative.

6. Especially Appendix I, section 2, of the electricity directive (2009/72/EC).
7. This initiative is mainly focused on innovation at system level and will require the characteristics of technological integration
and activity models through large-scale R&D and demonstration projects within the scope of smart grids.
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